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LIKES 

Characters and relationships: 

• Loved nuanced character of Aunt Karen- such a Karen but so flawed and loveable 

• Relationship between Nell and Joe felt real 

• Character of Angela- strong, flawed, loyal, nuanced 

• Nell and Joe both victims of the system in their own way 

• Relationship between brothers really powerfully done 

• Characters were edgy- all hard darker side to them 

• Fascinating community- all around the prison- not able to escape the community 

• Liked the Auntie, who clearly cared about the children 

• Joe: how brave/scared he was; expressive, especially for a male character; believable voice 

• The effects on the different siblings e.g., Angela. Rings true. 

• Range of developed characters, even minor characters like Sue or the flaky mum are believable. 

 
Structure and style: 

• Structure more intricate than language 

• Front cover- a moon that can’t get full 

• Simple form/short pages good for reluctant readers 

• Didn’t feel too much like poetry- good way into poetry 

• Loved the chapter/poem titles- powerful 

• Really hooked you in 

• Felt realistic 

• Grew on me over time- more thought about it, more liked it 

• Liked that they were white not Black characters- it happens to everyone 

• Liked the non-linear chronology- jumping between past and present 

• Moon imagery 

• Having to infer a lot- provide own context 
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LIKES 

• Sense of truth to it 

• Emotive, heart-wrenching 

• Letter at the end- so moving 

• Figurative language is rare, and it makes those moments more beautiful 

• Good Segway into reading more of Sarah Crossan’s work 

• Really satisfying ending- felt like the right ending for the story 

• Nuanced how it deals with the issues 

• Worked for YA audience- not preachy 

• Wasn’t focused on the morality but on the people involved  

• Could have been overworded but was simple and beautiful 

• Narrative drive of the looming date 

• Started off thinking I didn’t like it but then I couldn’t put it down 

• Emotional ending- isn’t a surprise but the journey still takes us 

• Narrative structure- non-linear, jumps between childhoods 

• Gradually piecing together past and the present at the same time- worked sometimes and not at others 

• Good for kids with lower attention span- such short ‘chapters’ 

• Blurb didn’t do it justice  

• Completely hooked in by it even though wasn’t a normal genre I would go for 

• Letter at the end is really powerful 

• Vivid descriptions e.g. the collapsed car, the heat, the prison. Very visual, almost cinematic. 

• The poetry – snapshots and flashbacks. So much said in few words. The power of what’s unsaid, a lot of pain. 

• Tension of the date looming, the hope gradually extinguished 

• Accessible language, hardhitting topic – something the best YA can do. Such a big topic, but seen through the eyes of individuals. 

• The twist – Nell’s relation to the warden. 

• The ending – desperately wanted a happy ending but the outcome felt inevitable and a happy ending would have spoiled the impact. But 

perfectly handled for YA – left with the hope that Joe can now move on, there is a next chapter in his life. An unusual coming of age story where 

romance is a side issue. 
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LIKES 

• Could appeal to a huge range of readers from reluctant KS3, to AL Language students, to adult readers. 

• The verse form allows for fragmentary telling – snapshots, memories etc 

• It upsets you beautifully 

 

Themes:  

• Dealt with huge issues but wasn’t political 

• A hard topic to discuss but important- could use with A level students looking at crime 

• Could use to accompany Words that Burn module 

• Teachy not preachy- teaches about injustice, the US justice system 

• Message that the system will fail you- the system is the villain of the story 

• Liked the gradual unravelling of the mystery around what happened to Ed 

• Theme of hope- a new beginning at the end 

• Shades of grey- focuses on impact of making a mistake, having had a difficult life 

• Political aspect of death penalty etc.- sophisticated for a YA book to deal with it 

• A change to have this not focussed on a wrongful accusation – not all about a miscarriage of justice. Not judgemental = portraying the facts of it 

all, there are no winners. Hard hitting 

• Took away elements of race and wrongful accusation or irredeemable character. Focused instead on a person having a tough time who makes a 

mistake – impact on the family, impact on victim’s family, what happens next. 

• The political aspect – Ed is a pawn – who is this sentence for? The widow doesn’t want it. 
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DISLIKES 

• The style of the language 

• How emotionally draining it is- not the right time to use it post-covid 

• Squished prose rather than poetry/verse 

• Didn’t believe Ed would leave Joe behind when he left home 

• The character of Reed- why? Could have been more developed 

• Not sure who the book is for- age of reader etc. 

• Made me angry (though I know that’s the point) 

• Indifferent to it as a verse novel- have seen better examples of verse novels- run rebel, long way down etc. 

• Immoral actions e.g., stealing the purse with no consequences (wrong messages for students) 

• Objectifying women in text and picture exchange between Joe and his friend 

• The front cover- didn't feel reflective of the book as it was too cheery 

• Too much swearing for pupils reading in KS3 or at home 

• Another book depicting the police as incompetent and corrupt – need respect and knowledge of the complexity of being a police officer – 

although understand the theme of punishment and accountability in the book 

• Frustrated by the mum, letting them down. 

• Ed sometimes a bit saintly. 

• It was just so sad – had to put it down sometimes. 

• Is the romantic element with Nell a good fit, tonally? Is it necessary? (We decided the romance was necessary to give some hope and remind us 

that Joe is only 17). 

• Felt annoyed by knowing what the ending would be 
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PUZZLES 

• What happened to mum? 

• What was the purpose of Reed’s character? 

• Need more context of how bad it is to kill a cop in Texas compared to NY for example 

• Is there space for hope in justice? 

• Botched execution-cardiac arrest- was Ed’s death also botched? 

• Is this a call to action? Protest book or stating facts? 

• Who put the money in the account? Mum/Karen? 

• Did he do it? Would we still have rooted for him if he was guilty? 

• Who is the victim? Who is the villain? Prison, parents or poverty? 

• Nell’s family- does this story change anything for them? 

• What age group? Sex, death and swearing 

• How do I feel about Karen? Not sure 

• Should she have moved them down their earlier? 

• Why this story? Sarah Crossan often takes on stories and contexts that are unfamiliar to her 

• Why was Ed set up? If he was? Puzzled by the societal need for retribution 

• Role of the Aunt and her own thoughts needs more exploration: why did she not go to Texas sooner? Why did she help the family? Why did she 
send money only sometimes? 

• Warden character- not sure if we liked or didn’t like him 

• Not sure on year group- maybe year 9 
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PATTERNS (Within this book and links to other books and real-life experiences) 

Within the novel 

• Time- passing, standing still 

• Hope in people not systems 

• Poor parenting leading to found family 

• Pattern of small groups of ‘poems’ or ‘chapters’ going together 

• Clothes- loose tie etc. 

• Motif of breaking down- people, relationships, car, system 

• Attempted fixing/aftermath of breakdowns- Joe and the car, Ed and his family 

• Letters- structure and language 

• Joe fixing things – the car (unless Sue’s boyfriend did it!), his relationship with Ed, his memories of Ed 

• Life – family, crime and justice, legal proceedings, capital punishment and the ethical questions raised 

• Patterns in the verse – exploring memories are longer than present day sections, on the whole 

• Contrast – harshness of the justice system, harshness of their life BUT kindness of the people he meets in Texas and the bond of brotherly love 

• Continual theme of being displaced and abandoned – not having a place to call home. 

• Joe outside, moving forward, Ed’s life on hold inside 

• Gradually piecing together, the past and the present in snapshots 

• It’s not the despair that gets me, it’s the hope 

• Joe’s life moving forward contrasted to Ed’s life going nowhere 

• Ed in past vs Ed in present 

• What makes a home/family? 

• Phone calls at significant moments 

• Isolation and separation 

• Barriers- literal, physical, emotional, metaphorical- barriers coming down, Ed dying means Joe can move on 

• Claustrophobia building 

• Layout of the poems and structure 

• Impersonal justice system vs kindness of individuals  
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PATTERNS (Within this book and links to other books and real-life experiences) 

Real life links 

• Real people who work/are in the system 

 

Links to other books / film 

• The Hate You Give 

• Ghost Boys 

• Bog Child 

• First, They Came 

• Girl in Pieces- there is hope to be found in people 

• The World Between Us 

• Life of David Gale movie 

• Episode of tv show House- treats a patient on death row to send back to die 

• BB4 documentary on US justice system – https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000xcvj  

• Run Rebel 

• The Sun does Shine – Anthony Ray Hinton  

• Just Mercy- re miscarriage of justice 

• The Green Mile 

• Monster by Walter Dean Myers Teenager who was (maybe) the lookout in a robbery gone wrong where a shopkeeper is shot. The trial though his 

eyes – as an amateur film maker he imagines it as a movie script. 

• Other verse novels e.g., Long Way Down, Poet X, Clap When you Land, The Weight of Water 

• Private Peaceful- tormented ending and sense of injustice 

• Of Mice and Men- anger 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000xcvj
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HOOKS 

• Chapter headings 

• Debate on death penalty 

• Viewpoint writing 

• Free writing on title/front cover image 

• It’s a verse novel- easier to get into for reluctant readers 

• Real life crimes 

• Many students have read and loved other novels by Sarah Crossan. 

• Profile of the character of Joe 

 

READING ALOUD, HAVING IGNITED THEIR CURIOSITY 

• Read extracts aloud to generate discussion/writing 

• Read aloud to discuss prose vs poetry 
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OUTPUTS FOLLOWING READING (ORAL AND WRITTEN) 

• Philosophy/RE/PSHE 

• Research real life people on Death Row 

• Connect to work on Amnesty/Words that Burn 

• Newspaper articles 

• Write about own experiences of injustice 

• Researching and debating capital punishment 

• Many discussions can be generated, highlighted throughout this review e.g., puzzles, morality, ethics, Karen’s role, etc. 

• Inspire powerful monologues style writing in post-16 

• Write part of Ed’s story 

• What happens after the end? 

• Write an event from your own life in verse form 

• A timeline to sort events in chronological order 

• Looking at it as poetry e.g., where the line breaks come 

• Debating whether it is poetry, or just prose written with line breaks?  

• Watch Sarah Crossan talking about why she uses poetry (see resources). 

• Performing some of the poetry- turn into script/phone calls 

• Imagining alternative perspectives e.g., Karen’s perspective  

• Own experiences of injustice- verse as a way of exploring it 

• Debate about prose vs poetry 

• Judge against Carnegie judge’s criteria- could be used across all the RTRP books 
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RESOURCES 

•  Link to KS5 Politics and Law courses 

• Interview with the writer: https://clpe.org.uk/videos/video/sarah-crossan-why-does-verse-novel-appeal-you-writer 

• https://amazingbookawards.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Moonrise_TeacherNotes.pdf 
 

 

OTHER 

• One “case study” pupil is already reading Moonrise and engaged with it immediately. 

 

https://clpe.org.uk/videos/video/sarah-crossan-why-does-verse-novel-appeal-you-writer
https://amazingbookawards.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Moonrise_TeacherNotes.pdf

